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اختبارات عامة على منهج الفصل الدراسى ا䐣لول
General Tests

Test (1)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

Mr Ahmed is introducing Kareem who is helping poor people.

Mr Ahmed : Good morning, class, I want to introduce a hero to you.

Kareem : Good morning. 1     

Mr Ahmed : 2    ?

Kareem : I started a charity to give clothes to poor people.

Mr Ahmed : 3    ?

Kareem : I used the social network service to invite everyone to share.

Mr Ahmed : How do you feel about it?

Kareem : 4    

Mr Ahmed : What do you advise your friends to do?

Kareem : 5    

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 Teenagers - meet - Friends - embarrassed - can - meeting

Teenagers 1  face a lot of problems. They usually get worried about their 

exams. They feel 2  about failing an exam. They don't want to disappoint 

their parents. They find it difficult to study some subjects. They are usually worried 

about doing a lot of homework. 3  should know how to cope with their 

problems. They should try to 4  up with each other.

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

My grandmother says that I am very lucky to have so many useful devices that 

make life easy. When she was a teenager, there was no digital technology. She 

didn't have a mobile phone. She used a landline to call her friends. Now, she has 

a smartphone so she can make calls and send texts. There was no internet, so 
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she couldn't go online or send emails. She had to send everything by the post 

of昀椀ce. When she sent letters to her cousins in England, the letters took a long time 
to arrive. Recently, she has bought a laptop and used the internet to communicate 

with her family and friends overseas. She says it's amazing that she can click 

"Send" and her mail can go anywhere in the world. She checks her email every 

day. She's a very modern woman!

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. The main idea of the passage is .

a  technology in our life b  sending emails c  old people d  mobile phones 

2. The underlined word "click" means  . 

a  meet b  recharge c  disconnect d  select 

3. The writer's grandmother seems to be  with modern technology.

a  pleased b  dissatis昀椀ed c  angry d  bored

B. Answer the following questions :

4. Infer from the text why grandmother had to send letters by the post office.

5. How did the writer's grandmother use to call her friends in the past?

6. Do you think that nowadays life became easier?

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1.   are what you feel, such as happy, upset, etc.

a  Mindfulness b  Abilities c  Interests  d  Feelings

2. A “ ” is someone who is travelling on a plane, train, etc and is not 

driving it. 

a  messenger b  pilot c  driver d  passenger

3. "The project wants to encourage young people to start their own projects." In this 

sentence, “encourage” is an antonym of .

a  support b  discourage c  remove d  help
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4. We add the suffix “ ” to turn the word “sell” into a noun.

a  -ly b  -ment c  -ness d  -er

5.  I saw many kinds of fish when I went there. This means that I visited a/an

.

a  aquarium b  zoo c  sports centre d  museum

6. The customer wasn't happy about the service in the restaurant. This means that 

the customer had a/an  .

a  delivery b  order c  complaint d  competition

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. Have you  (never) won a race before?

2. We had a wonderful holiday   (on) 2020.

3. I found this question  (more) difficult one.

4. Hana  (gets) married. Everything has been arranged.

5. A: Has she done her homework  (just)?  

    B: No, not yet.

WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A review of a project in your community"
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Test (2)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

Khaled and Salma are talking about a problem in their street.

Khaled : Oh! Our street is full of rubbish, Salma.

Salma : Yes. It's too bad.

Khaled : What can we do, Salma?

Salma : 1     .

Khaled : 2    ?

Salma : Yes, we can ask them to  help us. 

Khaled : 3    ?

Salma : 4     . We'll need some equipment.

Khaled : Why don't we plant some trees? 

Salma : 5    

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 learn - competitions - review - learned - view - hobby

Reading is my favourite 1  . I go to the school library twice a week. There, 

I choose some books and stories to read. I prefer adventure stories. When I get a new 

book, I read it and write a 2  about it. I tell my friends about all new things I 

have 3 . I usually enter reading 4  in my school 

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

Bees are very good insects. They are always busy doing some task or another. 

They are not lazy insects. Everyone of the bees has something to do. Bees live in 
hives; they are small holes under the ground. Bees have a big queen which is a very 

big bee. They give us honey, so they are very useful. We need to care for them as they 

give us clean and healthy food that is needed by all people all over the world. Their 

honey is so useful compared to black honey. 
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There are two kinds of bees, males and females. Male bees are asked to do more 

dif昀椀cult tasks. They go around 昀氀owers and get food from 昀氀owers. But female bees 
have different jobs to do. They organize the collected honey. We learn from bees 

many lessons like hard work and order.

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 

1. The main idea of the passage is .

a  honey is very useful b  bees are important insects

c  people dislike bees d  insects in our world

2. Bees live in .

a  hives b  ovens c  nests d  fridges

3. Bees get food from .

a  trees b  hives c  bees d  昀氀owers

B. Answer the following questions : 

4. What does the underlined word "They" refer to?

5. Why are bees busy insects?

6. Summarise the second paragraph in one sentence.

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. A/An  is a competition to find the best team or player in a sport.

a  application b  championship c  award  d  speech

2. "Turn off the lights when you leave, boys." In this sentence, “turn off” is similar in 

meaning to .

a  turn on b  switch on c  switch off d  plug in

3. A “ ” is something that people build to remember an important person 

or event.

a  moment b  monument  c  moon d  minute
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4.  I always walk to school as it is close to the village I live in. This means that the 

school is  the speaker's house.

a  far b  distant c  modern d  near

5. The prefix “ ” is added to the verb “agree” to get a verb with the 

opposite meaning.

a  un- b  dis- c  in- d  aqua-

6. That shop always offers good and cheap price. This means that the shop offers 

good .

a  crafts b  deals c  boards d  buyers

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. This film is  (amazed). I want to watch it again.

2. A: When  (do) you get married?

B: Last year.

3. Look at this car! It  (going to) crash.

4. You  (must) cross the street here. It's dangerous.

5. I want to eat  (either) fish and potatoes.

WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A review of a film you have watched" 
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Test (3)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

A customer is talking to a shop assistant before buying a new computer. 

Customer  : How can I use this computer?

Assistant  : First, 1    .

Customer  : 2    ?

Assistant  : No, it isn't difficult to use.

Customer  : 3    ?

Assistant  : Yes, it's advisable to make a strong password.

Customer  : Do I use letters or numbers?

Assistant  : 4     .

Customer  : What should I do if I need help?

Assistant  : 5     .

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 comfortable - country - in - lake - at - reviews

My family and I are looking forward to going on a trip to Orman Gardens! They are 

open 1  9 am, and it takes about an hour to get there by car. The online 

2  are fantastic. The gardens have lots to see. We will make sure that we wear 

3  shoes! We can see a lot 昀氀owers and plants from all over the country. 

There is also a small 4  and a museum.  

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

Dolphins have been a popular attraction in recent years. They are more interesting 

than tigers and lions because they are more active and perform tricks, like circus animals. 

Although they want to do as the trainer wants, they get bored when they are asked to 

do the same trick twice. This is one reason that makes scientists believe that they are 

intelligent. Dolphins are believed that they are the nicest creatures in the sea.  
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There are stories about dolphins that helped sailors who were going to drown in the 

sea. In Africa, there are two dolphins that are trained to help sailors swim and frighten 

sharks away. Some people like to watch dolphins. Children also love seeing dolphins 

as they like their fast actions and funny way of playing, jumping or running. They are 

very nice creatures and good animals.   

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. The passage is mainly about .

a  dolphins b  tigers c  sharks d  people

2. The underlined word "recent" means .

a  bad b  old c  new d  good

3. Dolphins are  animals.

a  bad n  stupid c  sad f  smart 

B. Answer the following questions : 

4. Why do children love seeing dolphins?

5. Infer from the text where do dolphins live.

6. How are dolphins useful?

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1.  is the quality of being kind and helpful towards other people.

a  Darkness b  Illness c  Weakness  d  Kindness

2.  A/An “ ” is a large area of water with land around it.

a  country b  island c  lake d  garden

3. Mr Hossam always teaches us how to be positive. "Positive" is an antonym of

.

a  negative                b   different             c   mindful           d   relaxed

4. To turn the adjective "calm" into an adverb, we add the suffix " " .

a   -ly b  -ing c  -ed d  -ous
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5. The boys stayed indoors because it was raining heavily outside. This means they 

stayed   a building.

a  inside  b  outside  c  on  d  off 

6. His words made us laugh. This means that he was  .

a  moving b   wondering c   joking d  ordering

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. As Marwa  (were) talking to me, I was cooking.

2. I haven’t eaten fish since I  (travel) to Alex. 

3. I always go to school  (at) the morning.

4. Neither Ali   (or) Ahmed attended the meeting.

5. Dina didn't have to  (made) the bed

WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A biography of a person you know"
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Test (4)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

Samy is talking to Ali about a microwave that he bought online. 

Ali  : When did you last buy something online?

Samy  : 1    .

Ali  : 2    ?

Samy  : I bought a kettle and a microwave.

Ali  : Did the kettle work well?

Samy  : 3    .

Ali  : 4    ?

Samy  : Unfortunately, it was really noisy.

Ali  : What did you do?

Samy  : 5    .

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 in - moved - artists - moves - earn - on

Ali was born in Tanta, 1  2nd December 1988. His parents were 2 .  

As his parents weren’t rich, he worked eleven hours a day to 3  enough  

money. After he 昀椀nished school, he  4  to Cairo where he worked at a famous 

bank. He joined a club and started doing his favourite sport.

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

Population means the total number of people living in a particular area. The world 

population right now stands at more than 7.8 billion. China and India are more than 

35% of this population. China has the most populated country and India is taking the 

second position. 

It was expected that the world population would reach one billion for the 昀椀rst time in 
1804. It was 1927 before it reached two billion, but it took only 33 years to reach three 

billion in 1960. Now it only takes 12 to 13 years to add one billion people to the world. 
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The food produced every year isn’t enough for all people, and it becomes expensive. 

Because of that, the prices of useful items increase. It leads to the pollution of water 

and air. To control the rate of population, different governments have taken a lot of 

steps around the world.

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. The passage is mainly about .

a  governments b  billions c  pollution d  population 

2. Before 1804, the world population was  one billion.

a  under b  up c  over d  above

3. India is the  populated country in the world.

a  昀椀rst b  second c  third d  forth 

B. Answer the following questions: 

4. Which country has the most number of people?

5. Summarise the 昀椀rst paragraph in a sentence of your own.  

6. Why does the food become expensive every year?

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. To "  " is to complete information on a piece of paper or online.

a  log in b  plug in c  turn on  d  昀椀ll in

2. The garden is really attractive. The word "attractive" has the same meaning as   

.

a  beautiful b  ugly c  unattractive d  terrible

3. A “ ” is a time when a shop sells things at a cheaper price than usual. 

a  stick b  steam c  sale d  sail

4. You should put the food in a cool place. I mean put it in a/an .

a  oven b  fridge c  shell d  website
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5. The prefix "re-" in "recycle" means that we use something  .

a  once b  more c  again d  a lot

6. I like reading about people's lives. This means that I like reading  .

a  applications b  competitions c  biographies d  awards

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. The students have  (yet) written the lesson.

2. Sama is  (short) than Hadeer.

3.  (Has) you ever climbed a mountain?

4. She doesn’t have to  (bought) milk. We already have enough.

5. They are coming back to Egypt (at) January the 1st.

WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A review of holidays" 
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Test (5)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

Sally is inviting Nora to spend the day with her.

Sally : Why don’t you come to my house to have dinner tomorrow?

Nora : 1    .

Sally : What about having it in the club?

Nora : 2    .

Sally : 3    ?

Nora : We can go to Pizza Hut.

Sally : 4    ?

Nora : We can meet at the bus stop.

Sally : Shall I invite Mona?

Nora  : 5    .

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 less - locally - modern - especially - least - subjects

Sara is 15 and she goes to prep school. She goes to one of the biggest and most  

1   schools in Giza with 2700 students and 220 teachers. Her lessons begin 

at 08:00 and 昀椀nish at 02:35. She has eight 2  . Science is her favourite. 

Maths is the subject she likes the 3  . She likes all her friends, 4  

Mariam.

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

A zoo is a place where many animals and birds live. They live in closed areas in 

the zoo and the visitors can see the animals from particular places. There are people 

who take care of the zoo. They provide the animals and birds with the best care. 

Zookeepers make sure that the animals or the visitors of the zoo are not hurt in any 

way.

Zoos are one of the most favourite places for kids to visit on any holiday. They give 

them a chance to see the animals which they read  about in books or watch on TV. 

Children as well as adults can learn a lot about the animals and birds at zoos. 
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Zookeepers make sure that visitors don’t offer any food to animals or birds. The 

food may make the animals sick. So, visitors shouldn’t try to feed animals because it 

may be harmful for them. Zookeepers provide proper food for all animals. This food is 

prepared according to the needs of the animals. When the animals are given proper 

food, they are healthy.

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. The passage is mainly about .

a  zoos b  birds c  visitors d  zookeepers 

2. At the zoo, it is a good chance to see the animals which you watch on 

 a  streets b  walls c  TVs d  houses

3. The underlined word “them” refers to the . 

a  animals b  people c  zookeepers d  visitors 

B. Answer the following questions: 

4. Infer from the next where people can learn about the animals and birds.

5. Summarise the second paragraph in two sentences.

6. Why shouldn’t visitors try to feed the animals?

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. A "  " is something that is a good price or free to encourage people 

to buy it.

a  microwave b  special offer c  kettle  d  coffee machine

2. To “ ” is to say hello to or welcome someone. 

a  deliver b  pay c  encourage d  greet

3. The two results are equal. "Equal" is an antonym  of .

a  known b  the same c  alike d  different

4. She likes wearing gold necklaces and rings. This means she likes wearing 

 . 

a  posters b  jewellery c  ovens d  machines
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5. It's an interesting biography. The prefix "bio-" in the word "biography" means 

" ". 

a  death b  job c   appearance d  life

6. There are many people watching the match. They are around 80,0000 

 .

a  organizers b  players c  spectators d  competitors

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. I wrote an email to my friend a moment   (since).

2. The bus  (has) arrived yet. 

3. Golf is less popular  (then) football.

4. I fell asleep  (while) the film.

5. You should  (driving) slowly.

WritingD

Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A review of the leisure and sports facilities in your town"
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Test (6)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

Amir and Hany are talking about where to spend their holiday.

Amir  : Do you have any plans for the weekend?

Hany  : 1    ?

Amir  : I have a good idea. 2    .

Hany  : 3    ?

Amir  : We can enjoy the beautiful scenery of Wadi El-Rayan waterfalls.

Hany  : Where can we meet?

Amir  : 4    

Hany  : How will we go there?

Amir  : 5    

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 buy - pay - artist - pays - art - sell

Many people like to collect old things. Some old things are very expensive. Some 

very rich people collect works of  1 . They often 2  millions of 

dollars for a painting by a famous 3  . These paintings usually become more 

expensive as time passes, so people buy them hoping to 4  them for more 

than they paid for them.

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

Trees are the best gift of nature for us. They make the environment beautiful and 

clean. Water and sunlight are very important to help trees grow. 

Trees can be called the best friend to mankind. People get food from trees. Many 

animals get their food from leaves, vegetables and fruits grown on trees. They also 

live near the shadow of trees. We should stop cutting down trees to save nature. They 

take in sunlight, carbon dioxide and water to produce oxygen which helps to support 

all forms of life on earth.
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Wood from trees is used to make paper, furniture and other goods of daily use. As 

a result, a large number of trees are cut down every day to cover these needs.

Trees also give us wood and shade. Houses, chairs and toys are made from wood 

we get from trees. Different kinds of trees provide us with materials for food, clothing 

and medicines. 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. The passage is mainly about ..

a  the air b  trees c  what we eat d  the shade

2.   A number of trees are cut down every day to cover people’s 

needs. 

a  small b  few c  tiny d  large

3. People and animals breathe in .

a  sunlight b  water c  oxygen d  carbon dioxide 

B. Answer the following questions: 

4. Why are trees helpful to people?

5. Summarise the second paragraph in one sentence.

6. In your opinion, how can we protect trees in the future?

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. A " " is something you make when you are unhappy about something.

a  deal b  password c  complaint  d  toaster

2. He's the champion of the last match. "Champion" gives the meaning of  

.

a  loser b  winner c  competitor d  spectator

3. A “ ” is a price that is less than usual.

a  sale b  discount c  customer d  password
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4.  I had a good deal at the market yesterday. This means that I bought something 

for a  price.

a  careful b  high c  low d  modern

5. The prefix " " is related to space. 

a  bio- b  aero- c  hyper- d  astro-

6. Ziad succeeded in reaching his goal. This means that he it.

a  achieved b  connected c  managed d  entered

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. We have sold the family house  (for) 2005.

2. Has Fareeda  (never) joined a sports club?

3. We travelled to Luxor  (on) March.

4. When does the bus to Suez   (leaves)?

5. While Mo’men was studying English, the phone  (ring).

WritingD

Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

" A short story about a problem that you had with technology"
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Test (7)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

Lamia is talking to her mother about changes in the kitchen. 

Lamia  : Why don’t we buy a microwave and a coffee machine, mum?

Mother  : Can the microwave really help us?

Lamia  : 1    .

Mother  : What about the coffee machine?

Lamia  : 2    .

Mother  : 3    ?

Lamia  : Yes, it is easy to use.

Mother  : 4    ?

Lamia  : You can order them online.

Mother  : 5    .

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 make - boring - bored - Unluckily - have - 昀椀shing

I have always wanted to go 1  . Last summer, I went on a trip to Sharm 

El-Sheikh. On the last day of my trip, I went 昀椀shing. 2  , I didn’t catch any 

昀椀sh and I got 3 . So I decided to 4  a swim. When I took off my 

clothes, my wallet fell out of my pocket into the water and I couldn’t get it back. It was 

such a terrible day.

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

Education is the important thing for our life. Education is important to understand 
the universe around us. With the help of knowledge, we can develop a new way for 

our life. If people are educated, they can know their duties and rights quite well. First 

of all, education gives us the ability to read and write to anyone. A good education is 

extremely essential for everyone to grow and succeed in life.

Everyone has their own dream of doing something important in life. Sometimes 
parents also dream that their kids will be at high professions like doctors, engineers, 
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of昀椀cers, or any other high-level professions. All our goals can be achieved by education 
only.

Everyone has the right to a good education to achieve their goals in life. Education 
does not only offer a good job but also supports the ability to understand life from a 

new point of view. 

Education is very important and with the help of it, anyone can change their life in 
a better way.

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. The passage is mainly about . 

a  life b  education c  professions d  universe

2. Everyone has the  to a good education to achieve goals in life.

a  light b  night c  sight d  right

3. Most parents dream that their kids will be  at professions. 

a  low b  high c  bad d  cruel 

B. Answer the following questions: 

4. Infer from the text what education can give people.

5. How can people achieve their goals?

6. Summarise the 昀椀rst paragraph in two sentences.

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. A " " is a board that people put on a wall to put messages on.

a  noticeboard b  bench c  graf昀椀ti  d  neighbourhood

2. A “ ” is a long seat for two people or more.

a  chair b  carpet c  bench d  table

3. The food was horrible. The word "horrible" is an antonym  of  .

a  known b  terrible c  bad d  wonderful

4. Mr Rashed helps everyone. He is very help-  .

a  -ive b  -ful c  -ed d  -ly
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5.  We liked the sweetness of the ice cream. This means that the ice cream was 

.

a  sweet b  salty c  sour d  juicy

6. She is so worried about her sons who haven't come back yet. This means that 

she is

a  embarrassed b  positive c  social d  anxious

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. You   (mustn't) listen to your parents’ advice. 

2. Both Magda  (or) Hoda are kind.

3. They  (visit) the Pyramids at Giza two days ago.

4. We have  (take) part in the competition already.

5. She is going to  (spent) the holiday in Alexandria.

WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A review of something you have achieved"
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Test (8)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

Maha is talking to Dina who has bought a new smart TV.

Maha  : What a nice TV! When did you buy it?

Dina  : 1    .

Maha  : How much is it?

Dina  : 2    .

Maha : 3    ?

Dina  : I bought it from City Mall.

Maha  : 4    ?

Dina  : Yes, it has a 40% discount. 

Maha : Can you come with me to get one?

Dina  : 5    .

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 sad - in - join - pleased - on - succeed

My name is Nasser. I was born in Cairo but I live in Aswan. I go to prep school. I will 

go to secondary school when I 1 . I'm very much interested 2  my 

study. I am 3  because I always get high marks in English. This will help 
me when I 4  the university because many interesting subjects are taught 

in English.

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

Time is man’s friend. Some people have no respect for it, so they are the enemy 

of time. The value of time in our lives is important. Our activities show if we realize 

the value of time or not. People who are careless, people who do not respect dates, 

people who do things later than expected do not understand the value of time. Some 

people continue to waste time even after knowing the importance of it. Some people 

tend to do things in a hurry if they have a lot of time. This is because they always think 

they have time and put off their work to the next day. Before they leave their work, 
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they are in a hurry to complete their work. If you know the value of time, you’ll have 

success in your life.

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. The passage is mainly about .

a  work b  time c  study d  health

2. Time is very  in our lives.

a  unimportant b  useless c  careless d  important

3. Some people don't  the value of time.

a  leave b  respect c  study d  complete

B. Answer the following questions: 

4. What does the underlined expression "in a hurry" mean?

5. Why don’t some people realize the value of time?

6. Summarise the text in two sentences.

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. A " " is someone who pays to live in a house.

a  lea昀氀et b  pavement c  tenant  d  building

2. My parents always support me to get better at school. "Support" is a synonym of 

 .

a  encourage b  discourage c  hinder d  involve

3.  "  " is to swim with your face under water using special equipment.

a  Join b  Snorkel  c  Follow d  Volunteer

4. Samy wants to live in a quiet place full of fresh air. He wants to live in .

a  a city b  the countryside c  a country d  a continent

5. The worker has to  -connect the machine before he leaves.

a  im- b  pre- c  un-                      d. dis-
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6. The bad results of his exams made his dad unhappy. His dad was 

.

a  upset b  relaxed c  unkind d  disabled

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1.  (Neither) Mustafa or Taqwa helped their mother. 

2.  (Has) you ever climbed a mountain? 

3. They bought the new house   (at) 13th March last year.

4. They didn't visit us  (for) summer.

5. Hassan arrived home while I  (eat).

WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A review of an interesting job"
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Test (9)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

A tourist is asking the tour guide about a place to visit.

Tourist : Excuse me, could you suggest a place to visit tomorrow?

Guide : 1    ?

Tourist : 2    . How can I get there?

Guide : You can take a taxi.

Tourist : 3    ?

Guide : It would be nice to come with you.

Tourist : Shall I go to Khan El Khalili after visiting the museum?

Guide  : 4    .

Tourist : When can we meet?

Guide  : 5    

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 monument - checked - on - tourists - moved - in

The Taj Mahal is a beautiful 1  that is found in India. Jahan, the 昀椀fth 
emperor, needed the Taj Mahal to be a tomb for his second wife. She died 2  

1630 after giving birth to their 14th child. When her remains were 3  to the 

Taj Mahal, she became known as Mumtaz Mahal. The Taj Mahal is now visited by 

thousands of 4  every year.

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

The camel is called the ship of the desert because it has the ability to stay alive 

in the desert without food and water for six to ten days. Camels are able to stand the 

loss of about one third of their body liquid without feeling tired. Their noses, ears and 

eyes are formed in such a way that they are least affected by the dust of the desert. 

It is a very useful animal for desert travellers and  they can carry enormous loads. It 

is commonly believed that a camel does not need food very regularly, but this is not 

correct. Because of its amazing body, it can store food and water for many days.
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The camel has a big hump on its back. As a matter of fact, this hump is a store 

house of fats. The camel uses the fat as a source of energy during its long journeys in 

the desert. When it does not get water, it uses the stored water in its body.

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. The passage is mainly about .

a  Camels b  Water c  Deserts d  Bodies

2. The camel can  food and water for many days in its body.

a  steal b  start c  study d  store

3. The underlined word "it" refers to the .

a  camel d  desert c  energy d  journey 

B. Answer the following questions: 

4. How long can a camel stay alive without food and water?

5. Where does a camel store its food and water?

6. Summarise the second paragraph in one sentence.

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. A " " is someone who is travelling on a plane, train, etc. and is not 

driving it.

a  passenger b  platform c  station  d  metro

2. A  person is unable to hear. 

a  blind b  dumb c  crazy d  deaf

3. The players were very unlucky not to win. The verb "win" is an antonym  of

 .

a  lose b  gain c   deal d  score

4. The noun of the verb "achieve" is .

a  achievable b   achievement c   achieves d   achieved
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5. He never understands me correctly. This means that he always  me.

a  understanding   b  misunderstands

c  disunderstands  d  ununderstands

6. This is a school for students who can't hear. This means that it's a school for

students.

a  dumb b  blind c  healthy d  deaf

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. I  (going) to buy a modern car next year. 

2. This story is  (bored).

3. The film  (starting) tomorrow at 9.

4. You   (must) smoke in hospitals.

5. Muhammad arrived home  (during) his wife was cooking.

WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A review of a visit to El-Orman Gardens"
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Test (10)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

Nora is talking about her mobile that isn’t working.

Nora  : My mobile isn't working.

Magdy  : When did you last charge it?

Nora  : 1    .

Magdy  : Do you charge your phone overnight?

Nora  : 2    . Is that bad for the battery?

Magdy  : Yes, it is. 3    .

Nora  : 4    ?

Magdy  : It’s about 100 LE.

Nora  : 5    ?

Magdy  : Sure, I can buy you one tomorrow.

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 tomorrow - now - guess - on - yesterday - in

I bought a new laptop 1  . First, I plugged 2  the laptop. To 

charge the battery, I left it for three hours. Then, I turned it 3  . I typed 

my name and chose a password that nobody could 4 . I started using it 

and watched my favourite videos. I enjoyed using the internet and visited websites in 

different languages. 

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

Dear Mona,

 I'm sorry I didn't write to you last week. I was busy with my second term exams. 

Unluckily, they were very dif昀椀cult and I had to study very hard. The 昀椀rst exam was 
an Arabic exam. It was long and dif昀椀cult, but I did well. The second exam was the 
English exam. It was very hard, too. Then I had science, maths and social studies 
but they were a little easier. I 昀椀nished all my exams last Thursday. I write to tell you 
that we arrange to come to Alex. Please, wait for us at the station. We are coming 
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next Friday. We like Alex very much and my family look forward to visiting it.

I'm looking forward to seeing you soon.

Yours,

Sara

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 

1. The email is mainly about .

a  exams  b  families  c  songs d  days of the week

2. Sara is coming to Alex by  .

a  car b  bike c  train d  plane

3. The Arabic exam was so .

a  easy b  hard c  nice  d  simple 

B. Answer the following questions : 

4. What does the underlined pronoun "it" refer to?

5. How many exams did Sara do?

6. Infer from the text which exams were easy.

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. A/An "  " is a large house where children who are orphans live and 

are taken care of.

a  dyslexia b  orphanage c  dream  d  experience

2. Lucky" and “  ” are synonyms.

a  blind b  dumb c  crazy d  deaf

3. A musical  is something that you use for playing music, such as 

a piano. 

a  instrument b  device c  tool  d  set 

4. The word “kind” is turned into a noun by adding the suffix “ ”.

a  -ness b  -ly c  -er d  -ence
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5. At last I became a member in this club. This means that I  this club.

a  joined b  left c  followed  d  achieved

6. The boys stayed inside the house because it was raining heavily. This means 

that the boys stayed 

a  indoor  b   indoors  c  outdoor  d  outdoors

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. They are  (visited) the Pyramids next week.

2. Has your sister  (bake) a cake for you?

3. We need to have this report ready  (at) 15 minutes.

4. You  (shouldn’t) be kind to other people.

5. Neither Ali  (or) Ahmed is working hard today.

WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A review of what you must or mustn't do at school"
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Test (11)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

Nada is asking Farah about her new leather bag.

Nada  : Hi, Farah. How are you?

Farah  : Hi, Nada. 1     .

Nada  : When did you buy that nice leather bag, Farah?

Farah : 2    .

Nada  : 3    ?

Farah : I bought it online.

Nada  : 4    ?

Farah : It’s made in Egypt.

Nada  : Why do you like online shopping?

Farah : 5    .

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 courts - benches - playing - fresh - facilities - play

There are many leisure activities and sports 1  in my town. We all love 

our Town Club. It is really big. I usually 2  handball with my friends. We 

also love our Town Park. It is full of wonderful trees and long 3  . It is a nice 

place where we can breathe 4  air. I sometimes play chess there.

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

The best way to improve the reading skill is by reading a lot. Reading is like sport 

or music. It needs a lot of practice. The best readers are people who love to read and 

who read a lot.

Reading for pleasure is different from reading you do for study. When you read for 

pleasure, you will not be tested for what you have read. You will not have to remember 

every detail. All you have to do is to enjoy what you have read. When you read for 

pleasure, you choose the book that you read. You can read mysteries, adventure 

novels, science 昀椀ction, biographies or whatever you want. It is not what you read, but 
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your enjoyment that matters. Reading also widens our knowledge and increases our 

information. It also tells us more information about many different subjects.

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b,c or d: 

1. The main idea of the passage is  .

a  reading has different types b  reading novels

c  widening our knowledge  d  going to libraries

2. Reading for  is more enjoyable.

a  playing b  travel c  pleasure d  study

3. You  remember every detail in reading for pleasure.

a  are asked to b  have to c  need to  b  don't have to

B. Answer the following questions : 

4. What does the underlined word "It" refer to?

5. How many types of reading are there in the passage?

6 . Summarise the 昀椀rst paragraph in a sentence of your own.

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. To " " is to find out something that people didn't know before.

a  discover b  achieve c  snorkel  d  windsurf

2. “ ” means to make something new. 

a  Create b  Enter c  Connect d  Guess

3.  "As everybody knows, Tanta is a peaceful country." Here, “peaceful” is an 

antonym of .

a  quiet b  calm c  great d  noisy

4. They are trained well to travel into space. They are .

a  musicians b  managers c  artists d  astronauts
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5. We add the suffix “ ” to turn the word “warm” into an adverb.

a -ly b  -ness c  -er d  -ment

6. My car doesn’t use petrol. This means that my car is .

a  fast b  slow c  electric d  careful

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. I’m  (meet) the manager tomorrow morning.

2.  (In) Monday evening, I often watch a film. 

3. Planes are  (fastest) than trains.

4. Two years ago, we  (have bought) a new house.

5. How long have you  (practising) sport?

WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A review of teenagers’ problems"
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Test (12)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

Sally and Randa are talking about online shopping.

Sally  : Hello! What are you doing, Randa? 

Randa  : Hello! Sally. 1    . 

Sally  : 2    ? 

Randa  : I am ordering headphones online. 

Sally  : 3    ?

Randa  : Because it is easier to buy what I need.

Sally  : Do they deliver it on time?

Randa  : 4    .

Sally : How long does it take?

Randa : 5    .

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 easy - books - gives - technology - giving - speaker

There are some items of 1  in my house. The best item is the smart 

2  . It looks great and it is 3  to use. We can use it for our television 

or to play music. It 4  us excellent sounds. The worst item in my house is 

the toaster. It looks good in the kitchen but it burns the bread.

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

In England, people know that autumn arrives when apples begin to turn red in early 
September. Both red and golden apples are delicious. All through September and 

October the smell of apples 昀椀lls the air on sunny days. You can get a fresh smell of 
apples and enjoy autumn scenery.

Adults pick the apples. Children shouldn’t climb up on trees and risk hurting 

themselves and damaging the trees. The picking may not take long time just two hours 

at most. Many people like to watch the apple picking event as it is very interesting and 

they enjoy seeing fresh apples with their different colours. Young children also like to 
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watch this event. Some young children work in collecting apples although sometimes 

there are dangerous accidents when some of them fall while picking the apples.

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 

1. The main idea of the passage is .

a  adults shouldn't pick the apples

b  picking apples in England

c  children are good in picking apples

d  the colours of apples

2. Apples are best picked by .

a  adults b  kids c  children  d  babies

3. Apples turn in September.

a  green b  golden c  red d  fellow 

B. Answer the following questions : 

4. Infer from the text how people know that autumn arrives.

5. What two colours are in the passage?

6. What does the underlined word "them" refer to?

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. A/An " " is pieces of wood that are put together so they can float on 

water.

a  adventure b  tent c  instrument  d  raft

2. "Free tickets are available only for students." In this sentence, the word “free” 

can be replaced by .

a  paid b  unpaid c  cheap d  expensive

3. A/An  is someone who watches a sport or an event.

a  organiser b  spectator c  competitor d  campaigner 

4. The word “enter” is turned into a noun by adding the suffix “ ”.

a  -er b  -ance c  -ness d  -ly
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5. Many countries don't throw rubbish but they reuse it. That means that they 

 rubbish.

a  connect b  recycle c  perform d  redo

6.  I have bought a device that can help me boil water easily. This means I have 

bought a  .

a  coffee machine b  kettle c  smart TV d  speaker

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. I  (try) sushi yesterday.

2. The students  (have to) do an exam yesterday.

3. I haven't gone out   (since) four days. I'm so busy.

4. Have you answered all questions right  (yet)? You're so clever.

5. I  (will buy) a car tomorrow. I have had the money already.

WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A short story about an experience"
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Test (13)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

Nada and Menna are going to the sports centre.

Nada : Where are you going, Menna?

Menna : 1    . 

Nada : 2    ?

Menna  : It's next to the aquarium.

Nada : What sport do you play there?

Menna : 3    

Nada : 4    ?

Menna : No, it's not hard to do karate.

Nada : How often do you go there?

Menna : 5    .

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 share - during - while - poor - went - honest

Once, there was a bad man. He liked everything to be his own. He does not 

1  his things with anyone, not even his friends or the 2 . One day, 

the man lost thirty gold coins. He went to his friend's house and told him how he lost 

his gold coins. His friend was a/an 3  man. Fortunately, he told the bad man 

that he found his coins 4  he was walking home.

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

My name is Imad. Birthdays are very exciting for me. My parents give me presents. 

Last year, I got a bicycle, and it is my favourite gift. They also have a party on every 

birthday. All my friends and other relatives come together to celebrate.

At school, I am allowed to wear a coloured T-shirt for my birthday. I always wear 

the prettiest of my clothes and take a lot of chocolate with me to school. My class sing 
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“Happy Birthday” to me. Then the teacher allows me to hand out chocolate. In the 

evening, everyone comes to my house. I cut the cake, and my mother cooks dinner. I 

play with my friends and get a lot of presents, too.

My grandparents also come and visit us. I enjoy my birthdays and always wait for 

the next one.

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. The passage is mainly about .

a  T-shirts b  chocolate c  birthdays d  clothes

2. Last year, Imad got a  as a present.

a  bicycle b  car c  toy d  T-shirt

3. Imad’s mother cooks  for his birthday.

a  breakfast b  lunch c  chocolate d  dinner 

B. Answer the following questions: 

4. What does Imad have every birthday?

5. What song do the friends sing on Imad's birthday?

6. What does the underlined word "it" refer to?

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. A/An " " is a place where people can go to see paintings, photographs, 

etc.

a  jewellery b  exhibition c  pottery  d  timetable

2. A/An  is something important you have done.

a  speech b  application  c  achievement d  competition

3. The post office is not so far from here. "Far" is the opposite  of  .

a  distant b  above c  near d  next

4.  This factory has modern electronic machines. This means that it has modern 

.

a  equipment b  information c  昀椀nals d  challenge
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5. I’ll do the exercise again. This means that I'll  it.

a  undo b  doer c  do d  redo

6. Something strange happened to me yesterday. This means that I had a strange

 yesterday.

a  exercise b  experience c  experiment d  expert

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. Both the boy  (or) the girl were happy. 

2. While Dalia  (read), her mum called her.

3. What time  (do) the maths test start?

4. Laptops are  (most) expensive than tablets.

5. The government  (build) a new school. Everything is arranged.

WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A review of your visit to Tanta"
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Test (14)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

Amira is going to the community meeting to improve the sports centre.

Ola  : Hi Amira, where are you going?

Amira  : 1   .

Ola  : What are you going to discuss?

Amira  : 2    .

Ola  : 3    ? 

Amira  : We are going to paint it.

Ola  : 4    ?

Amira  : Sure, many young people need a place to do activities.

Ola  : Can I join you?

Amira  :  5    .

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 leave – After - leaves - plane - before - exhibition

My family and I are travelling to Luxor tomorrow. We are visiting a famous 

1 . We are travelling there by 2 . It 3  at 9 am from Cairo 

Airport. It arrives in Luxor at about 10 am. The exhibition starts at 12 pm and ends at 5 pm. 

4  that, we are taking a plane to get back to Cairo. It leaves at 7pm from 

Luxor Airport.

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

Elephants are the largest land animals. Whales are the largest sea animals. 
 The shape of an elephant’s head is similar to that of a whale. Elephants are excellent 
swimmers. Like whales, elephants use sounds to show anger or for communication. 

Female elephants behave like female whales. 

Elephants’ trunk is not just a large nose or upper lip. It is very important. It can do 
many very important jobs. The trunk is also used as if it is a kind of hand. At the end of 

the trunk, there are two muscles shaped like 昀椀ngers. These muscles can pick up food 
and water and carry them to the elephant’s mouth. If an elephant’s trunk is seriously 

injured, the elephant may die. Without its trunk, the elephant has great dif昀椀culty getting 
enough to eat.
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A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. The main idea of the passage is .

a  sea animals are dangerous

b  showing the similarity between elephants, and whales

c  describing whales

d  describing elephants

2. At the end of the trunk, there are two muscles shaped like .

a  toes b  noses        c  昀椀ngers d  foots

3. If the trunk is injured, the elephant can’t .

a  walk b  run c  swim d  eat 

B. Answer the following questions : 

4. What are the largest sea animals?

5. Infer from the text in what way elephants are similar to whales.

6. Summarise the 昀椀rst paragraph in one sentence.

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. A " " is a book or text about someone's life.

a  bubble b  pandemic c  biography  d  competition

2. "The weather was fine and we had a pleasant holiday." “Pleasant” is similar in 

meaning to  .

a  general b  different c  secure d  enjoyable

3.  A/An  is something that you don't want other people to know.

a  achievement b  feeling  c  secret d  skill

4. The word “work” is turned into a noun by adding the suffix “ ”.

a  -ness b  -ly c  -ence d  -er

5. He is clever at doing many things. This means that he has many .

a  skills b  coins  c  senses d  prizes

6. When I meet Mr Hossam, I always say hello to him. This means I always 

 him.

a  leave b  greet c  decorate d  charge
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Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. Muhammad is going to  (travelling) to New York next month.

2. I have  (yet) cleaned my room.

3.  (Does) you meet a friend yesterday?

4. How  (often) has Ali been a doctor?

5. I have many lessons  (on) school today.

WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A review of ways to relax" 

Test (15)

Language FunctionsA  

Complete the following dialogue1

Soha and Maged are buying a new mobile for Maged. 

Soha  : Let's go into this mobile phones shop. 

Maged  :  OK. There are a lot of different ones.

Soha  : Do you like this one, Maged? 

Maged  : 1    , but it is expensive.

Soha  : 2    ?

Maged  : I have only 3000 pounds.

Soha  : 3    ?

Maged : It's cheaper, but 4    .

Soha  : Oh! What do you think of this bigger one?

Maged : 5    .
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Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 sailing - like - holidays - relax - likes - selling

We all like going on 1 . After a long time of hard work, people all over the world 

like spending their holidays on beaches. They 2  the sunny weather. Visiting 

the sea makes them enjoy swimming, snorkelling and diving. People can do other water 

sports. They can go 3  or fishing. Holidays are our best way to 4 .

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

There is a very dangerous problem that faces the world today. This very dangerous 

problem is pollution. This problem has appeared recently because of the increasing  

gases and smoke. When these dangerous gases and smoke get into the air, they 

cause the temperature to increase. 

There are many dangers of pollution. First, the level of temperature is high, which 

makes the weather very hot for a very long time. Second, such dangerous gases and 

somke pollute the air and cause so many diseases. We must try to solve this problem 

by many ways. First, by reducing the use of chemicals in farming. Next, by using 

environmental friendly machines. Third, we must reduce the number of factories that 

use such old machines.

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. The main idea of the passage is  .

a  talking about diseases b  showing the dangers of pollution

c  talking about gases and smoke d  helping the environment

2. We must use  machines to stop pollution.

a  old b  ancient c  modern  d  bad

3. Harmful  get into the air.

a  gases b  liquids c  people  d  waste 

B. Answer the following questions: 

4. What does the underlined word "they" refer to?

5. Infer from the text why pollution is dangerous.

6. Summarise the 昀椀rst paragraph in two sentences.
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Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. A/An " " is someone who watches a sport or an event.

a  spectator b  campaigner c  organiser  d  role model

2. A "special  " is something that is a good price or free to encourage 

people to buy it.

a  team  b  class  c  period d  offer

3. "Sell" and “  ” are antonyms.

a  leave b  sign c  advise d  buy

4.  Dina was sad when she lost her new mobile. This means she was .

a  pleased b  relaxed  c  interesing d  upset

5. The word “wave” is turned into a new noun by adding the prefix “ ”.

a  im- b  un- c  micro- d  aqua-

6.  The walls of the city were full of pictures that people paint. This means there was 

a lot of  on the walls.

a  medicine  b  milk  c  water  d  graf昀椀ti

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. I think Mohamed Salah will  (scoring) next match.

2. The new film is  (amazed). I watched it many times.

3. I failed the exam. I  (have) to study well. 

4. I always get up  (in) 7 am.

5. I travelled to Aswan many years  (since).

WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A short story you've just read"
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Test (16)

Language FunctionsA  

Finish the following dialogue:1

Nahla is talking to Emad about online shopping.

Nahla : Hello! Emad. Where're you going? 
Emad : Hello! Nahla. 1    . 

Nahla : 2    ? 

Emad : I want to buy a T-shirt. 

Nahla : 3    ? It’s easier.

Emad : I know, but the last time they delivered the wrong size.

Nahla : What did you do, then?

Emad : 4    .

Nahla : Did they send the right one?

Emad : 5    .

Reading ComprehensionB
Read and complete the text with words from the following list: 2

 interested - married - interesting - rule - excellent - role

My father is a teacher of English. He always says that his job is very 1 . He 

enjoys dealing with his students. They all love him so much. They say he is an 

2  teacher. My father started his job before he got 3 . I’d like to 

be a teacher like him. He is my 4  model. 

Read the following text, then answer the questions: 3

Children are very dear to us. We all work hard and do our best to make them feel 

happy. So we must bring them up well to be good people. Bringing up children is a 

very hard task. There are three stages in bringing up children. The 昀椀rst stage is that 
just after birth. This stage needs good food and good cleanliness. The second stage 

is that of early childhood. It is very important and hard at the same time. This second 

stage needs playing games and making children learn new ways of life. The third 

stage is that of teenage. This third stage is very dangerous and critical as it needs 

to be accurate in dealing with children at that time. Any mistake made in any stage 

means a battle lost in the future.

When children are well brought up, they will be good people that are useful to 

society. On the other hand, if children were neglected, many problems will appear in 

society later on. So we must be very careful when we bring our children up. 
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A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. The main idea of the passage is .

a  bringing up children b  working hard

c  teaching children d  talking about teenagers

2.  are very difficult to bring up.

a  Babies b  Little c  Old  d  Teenagers        

3.  bringing up causes problems in society in the future.

a  Bad b  Good c  Great d  Useful 

B. Answer the following questions: 

4. What does the underlined word "it" refer to?

5. What does hard work lead to?

6. Summarise the second paragraph in one sentence.

Vocabulary and StructureC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 4

1. " " is the time you spend enjoying yourself with other people.

a  Cyberbullying b  Social life c  Mental health  d  Understanding

2. "I think we need some careful planning before we start." In this sentence, the 

word “careful” is similar in meaning to .

a  cautious b  careless c  helpless d  useless

3.  is the way that someone or something looks.

a  Achievement b  Interest c  Appearance d  Cyberbullying

a  common b  real c  private d  local

4. Samy is 16 years old. This means he's a/an .

a  listener b  teenager c  manager d  worker

5. The word “formal” is turned into the opposite by adding the prefix“ ”.

a  un- b  in- c  im- d  aqua-

6.  The shops are selling things at cheaper prices. This means there is a  .

a  sail b  customer c  password d  sale

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5

1. How  (many) has your uncle been abroad?

2. What time  (do) the film start?

3. The internet has become  (most) useful these days than before.

4. Most boys are  (interesting) in playing football.

5. They've been  (marrying) for 20 years.
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WritingD
Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following: 6

"A review of a place you have just visited"

 

Test (17)

ا�زهر الشريف

Language FunctionsA
Finish the following dialogue:1

Tarek : Hello! Omar. What are you doing these days?

Omar  : Hello! Tarek. 1    .

Tarek : Great! What are you doing in this charity?

Omar  : 2    disabled people.

Tarek : Really! 3    ?

Omar  : Sure. You can join us.

Tarek : Thank you. It's great work.

Write what you would say in each of the following situations: 2

1- Your friend asks you how long you have enjoyed your favourite hobby.

2- You ask a friend which musical instrument he /she has played.

UsageB
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 3

1. I plan to get a perfect body, so I often go to the  centre.

a  shopping b  computer c  mobile  d  sports

2. The tourists were amazed to see the gold and silver  at the museum.

a  paper b  plastic c  jewellery d  rock

3. The train to Tanta  tomorrow at 11: 30 a.m.

a  leaves b  leaving c  left d  is left
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4. Judy sometimes goes shopping  Friday mornings.

a  at b  on c  from d  in

5. Ali finished his study, he   off the lights and went to sleep.

a  changed b   charged c   tricked d   turned

Reading ComprehensionC
Read the passage, then answer the questions: 4

We live in the age of the computer. Computers are used in all 昀椀elds of life. They 
are used in scienti昀椀c and practical 昀椀elds to give exact quick results for operations that 
used to take a long time to be done.

Beginning with your electronic watch and your personal calculator and ending with 

the rockets, life has become much easier than before. These inventions help us 

live a comfortable life and make our houses and cities better places to live in. What’s 

more, travelling from one place to another has become enjoyable and comfortable.

A. Answer the following questions:

1. Give a suitable title for the passage.

2. How have computers changed our life?

3- How has travelling from one place to another changed?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4- Computers are  used in modern life.

a  rarely b  not   c  no longer  d  widely

5- Life has become much easier than before because of using 

a  modern inventions b  many 昀椀elds 
c  operations  d  practical 昀椀elds

WritingD
Write a paragraph of SIX (6) sentences on: 5

"Your favourite hobby"
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Test (18)

ا�زهر الشريف

Language FunctionsA
Finish the following dialogue:1

Amal : Where are you going, Huda?

Huda  : 1    

Amal : 2    ?

Huda  : I'll buy a new dress.

Amal : Do you have a special occasion.

Huda  : 3    .

Amal : Really! Happy birthday to you.

Huda  : Thanks.

Write what you would say in each of the following situations: 2

1- Your friend doesn't keep another friend's secret.

2- Your brother has a problem. What do you say?

UsageB
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 3

1. I’m  now than I was yesterday.

a  good b   better  c   best d   as good

2.  of the four boys played on the beach.

a  None b   Neither c   Either d   Both

3. The school is in a peaceful .

a  factory b  library c  laboratory d  neighbourhood

4. Scientists really  a great difference to our life.

a  build b  do c  make d  hurt

5. Mr Hossam always  us to use our minds to do sums.

a  encourages b  writes c  types d  hurts
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Reading ComprehensionC
Read the passage, then answer the questions: 4

Pollution is a very dangerous problem. It makes us unable to breathe well. Every 
day it gets worse. There are many causes of pollution. Smoke that comes out of buses, 

trains and other kinds of vehicles and fumes that come out of factories cause pollution.  

We should try to solve this problem by many ways. For example, cars should 

use modern engines that don't send out harmful gases or smoke. Next, we must 

use environment friendly machines that use gases and fumes that don't harm the 

environment. Finally, more trees and plants must be grown to give us more clean 

oxygen and help us breathe well. It is the duty of both people and the government to 

try to stop all causes of pollution.

A. Answer the following questions : 

1. What are the causes of pollution?

2. Why is pollution dangerous?

3. How can we face pollution?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

4. Pollution is a  problem.

a  easy b   simple c   big d   small

5. Fumes come from .

a  factories b   cars c   trees d   a and b are correct

WritingD
Write a paragraph of SIX (6) sentences on: 5

"Helping the community"
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3-c exit   4-a -ness
5-c bio -  6-a teenagers

5 Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word(s) in brackets:
1- worked  2- don't have to
3- already  4- had to
5- was able to

Final Exams Answers

Exam1محافظة القاهرة
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- Yes, you can. Go on.
2- Who is your role model?
3- Why? 
4- I'm proud of my mother.
5- That's great!

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- railway  2- when
3- journey  4- peaceful

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- d. celebrating my birthday
2- b. tourists  3- a. 15
4- Because It was hardly crowded because 

few people knew about it.
5- All the waiters were busy with the party of 

the tourists.
6- No, they don't. They waste their time waiting 

for the table and food. In the end, they don't 
get the food they want.

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- b. beautiful  2- c botanical
3- d im-  4- a cyberbully
5- c microwave  6- a. -ness

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word (s) in brackets:

1- hasn't finished  2- less expensive
3- won4- born  5- weren't able

Exam 2محافظة الجيزة
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- What time does it open?
2- That's a great idea.
3- When does the first metro train leave?
4- About 30 minutes. 5- Yes it is.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- company  2- for
3- manager  4- interesting

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- c. Relaxing on the beach and snorkelling
2- b. 1960
3- d. Why do tourists come to Egypt?
4- The desert and the Red Sea.
5- Tourists come to Egypt to see the wonders 

of the ancient world and the  wonderful 
natural world. They like snorkelling near the 
Red Sea. 

6- Yes, I think so.
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- b in- 2- c Awake 3- d peaceful
4- a creative 5- b -ment 6- d email

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word (s) in brackets:

1- have lived 2- Both 3- built
4- don't have 5- comfortable

Exam3محافظة الشرقية
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- Why do you come late?
2- When do you leave your home?
3- It's about 15 minutes' walk. 
4- OK. 5- Yes, you can.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- difficult  2- depend
3- around  4- better

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- c. A perfect role model
2- b. succeed  3- a. talk
4- He protects his children from all kinds of 

problems.
5- The father plays chess with his friends 

and exercises and teaches the writer to be 
successful.

6- He is very hardworking and works day and 
night.

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- c -ful 2- b Pleasure
3- a in- 4- d international
5- d Spectators  6- a crossword
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5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word(s) in brackets:

1- amazing 2- had 3- busiest
4- am  5- been

Exam 4محافظة الدقهلية
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- Yes, I do.
2- Where do usually go shopping?
3- Shopping online is great.
4- I usually buy clothes online.
5- What is the bad thing about shopping 

online?
2- Read and complete the text with words 

from the following list:
1- Initiative  2- services
3- century  4- the

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- b. Vietnam 2- d. tea 3- a. classical
4- It can be common medicine for 

stomachaches and flu and it is used to 
reduce the risk of heart disease and to lower 
cholesterol in blood. It prevents tooth decay 
because it is a rich source of fluoride.

5- Green tea is not drunk with sugar or milk.
6- It prevents tooth decay.

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- d. kettle 2- c. friendly 3- c. tiny
4- a. -y 5- b. im- 
6- a. calm and quiet

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word(s) in brackets:

1- does  2- easier 3- amazed
4- for  5- must

Exam 5محافظة البحيرة
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- I am visiting Egypt on holiday.
2- Where do you come from?
3-  What are the most famous places in 

London!
4- The Pyramids and Sphinx.
5- Thank you very much.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- plant 2- along

3- pollution  4- going
3- Read the following, then answer the 

questions:
1- c. she was able to drink
2- b. the jug
3- a. The Crow and the Jug
4- Do the best to achieve your goals.
5- She will still be thirsty.
6- The neck of the jug was too narrow and it 

was too heavy.
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- c relaxed  2- b sale
3- d opposite  4- a -ache
5- a neighbourhood 6- b flows

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word (s) in brackets:

1- to go  2- better  3- have
4- surprised 5- already

Exam 6محافظة المنوفية
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- Where are you going?
2- Why?  3- He works there.
4- It leaves at 7 am 5- Maybe next time.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- maps  2- comfortable
3- plants  4- shopping

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- d. two new restaurants
2- b. Flower’s  3- a. one
4- It was very busy that night.
5- Last week he tried two new restaurants - 

Flower’s and Cloud’s.
6- He will go to Flower's because it is cheaper 

and not as noisy as Cloud's.
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- b. Public services 2- a. easy
3- d. long  4- c. -ed
5- b un-  6- a. old buildings

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word (s) in brackets:

1- usually  2- haven't visited
3- foggy  4- has to
5- was charging
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Exam7محافظة كفر الشيخ
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- Take the second road on the right.
2- How long does it take to go there?
3-  No, I haven't.
4- Where do you stay?
5- It's a very lovely country.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- because  2- blood
3- feelings  4- develop

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- c travelling  2- d b and c
3- c. It helps people get a greater 

understanding of themselves.
4- It's important to learn some necessary 

words such as: hello, goodbye, please, 
thank you, and bathroom.

5- Travelling enables you to do things different. 
Travelling enabled you to communicate with 
different persons. Travelling is important for 
human happiness and mental health.

6- Yes. Because travelling gives a great 
amount of information about different 
cultures.

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- c. aquarium  2- b. antonym
3- a. contest  4- d. -ly
5- b. learns  6- d. neighbourhood

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word(s) in brackets:

1- have to 2- for 3- amazing
4- leaves 5- well

Exam 8محافظة دمياط
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- Where are you going to spend it?
2- Why?
3- I will go with my family.
4- I can go diving and windsurfing.
5- Thank you very much.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- population  2- has

3- attractive  4- public
3- Read the following, then answer the 

questions:
1- c the problem of dyslexia
2- d. asked a teacher to give me special 

lessons
3- d both drawing and painting
4- The  parents.
5- When the writer was young, he could draw 

and paint, but he couldn't read or write.
6- He will teach them how to read and write.

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- c. organizer  2- d. succeed in
3- a. boring  4- b. -al
5- d. dis-  6- a. orphanage

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word(s) in brackets:

1- cleaned 2- better 3- to do
4- on 5- is

Exam 9محافظة االسكندرية
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- What do you want?
2- I want to log into the internet.
3- You can go to the computer lab.
4- Where is the computer lab?
5- You are welcome.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- money  2- countries
3- are   4- them

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- d. try to help poor people
2- c. poor man  3- b. pleased
4- His eyes filled with tears.
5- Because it is not polite.
6- He will help his sick wife and his hungry 

children.
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- a kettle 2- b ancient 3- b. un-
4- a. greet 5- b. asleep 6- c. -ment

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word(s) in brackets:

1- been 2- like  3- boring
4- wasn't able to  5- finished
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Exam10محافظة بور سعيد
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- What is the matter?
2- Have you read the instructions well?
3- Yes, please. 4- 3500 L.E.
5- You are welcome.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- expensive  2- peaceful
3- facilities  4- started

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- a. Reasons for travelling
2- d. more difficult
3- c. business
4- People come to drink the water of these 

springs, or to bathe.
5- Travelling in the past was very difficult and 

there are many reasons for travelling.
6- Maybe they will travel by rockets.

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- a. ferry 2- b. boring 3- a. -ment
4- d. horrible 5- c. in- 6- b. results

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word (s) in brackets:

1- leaves 2- best 3- have had
4- is meeting 5- was able to

Exam11محافظة االسماعيلية
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- I've learn how to drive cars.
2- A month ago.
3- Who tought you how to drive cars. 
4- Sure.
5- When can we start?

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- hobbies  2- collection
3- corner  4- filled

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- a. once  2- b. beautiful
3- d. Ismailia City 4- The Cty of Beauty
5- Because it contains rains numerous objects.
6- Between the Red Sea and the 

Mediterranean Sea.

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- c. botanical garden 2- b. uncomfortable
3- a. peaceful  4- a. -ing
5- d. dis-   6- c. turned

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word (s) in brackets:

1- on 2- better 3- have lived
4- I wasn't able to 5- wanted

Exam12محافظة الفيوم
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- Yes, I have  2- How much is it?
3- Have you used it yet?
4- You can use the charger.
5- You're welcome.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- outdoors  2- pollution
3- traffic  4- life

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- d. 8
2- c. Lost in the jungle
3- b. cloudy
4- The plane crashed. Noha didn't find any of 

the passangers.
5- She might have been somewhere else.
6- I'll walk to a nearby village or city.

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- c. dyslexia  2- d. competition
3- a. well  4- b. -ian
5- c. un-  6- b. botanical garden

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word (s) in brackets:

1- better 2- arrives  3- was
4- exciting 5- has known

Exam13محافظة بنى سويف
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- I read books.
2- What kind of books do you like reading?
3- What about you?
4- I like playing karate.
5- I'm not good at it.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- hobbies  2- spend
3- best   4- twice
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3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- d. Encouragement is important
2- b. the boys  3- a. Egypt
4- She did her best to help her husband to be 

successful.
5- No, it wasn't. Because it costs a lot of money.
6- They will be great men in society.

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- a. Traffic 2- c. recent 3- d. dirty
4- b. -ment 5- a. in- 6- b. unusual

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word(s) in brackets:

1- starts 2- the worst 3- surprised
4- has 5- visited

Exam14محافظة المنيا
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- Pleased to meet you, too.
2- I'm going to Aswan.
3- Where will you stay?
4- Will you visit any tourist places?
5- I hope you enjoy your stay there.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- dyslexia  2- understand
3- encouraged  4- in

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- b. should tell the truth 2- c. seat
3- a. liar  4- To be in comfort.
5- He learned not to lie again.
6- The old man threw the bag from the train 

window.
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- c. complaint  2- a. winner
3- b. do  4- d. -ness
5- c. im-  6- b. she can't hear

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word(s) in brackets:

1- is going to  2- amazed
3- has been  4- was able to
5- easiest

Exam15محافظة الوادى الجديد
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- I bought it yesterday.
2- It's 3000 pounds.
3- Where did you buy it?
4- Does it have a discount?
5- Yes, sure.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- attractive  2- exhibitions
3- at   4- outdoors

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- c use less energy
2- b kept food cool
3- a quick and calm
4- The history of fridges.
5- Yes, they are, because they keep our food 

cool.
6- People have used ice to keep food cool for 

a long time.
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- c. monument  2- b. normal
3- d. paid  4- a. in-
5- d -ive  6- b. fixed

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word (s) in brackets:

1- since 2- boring 3- read
4- shops 5- driven

Exam16محافظة مطروح
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- It's a pleasure to meet you, too
2- Where are you from?
3- No, it isn't.
4- What places did you visit?
5- Have a nice time

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- places  2- traffic
3- peaceful  4- at

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- c. an interesting visit 2- d. car
3- a. summer  4- The brother
5- Three weeks
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6- Yes, I think so because it was a good 
experience.

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- b. champions  2- d. -ful
3- c. relax  4- a. awake
5- c. lodger  6- a. un-

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word(s) in brackets:

1- hasn't done  2- nor
3- interested  4- leaves
5- might

Exam17محافظة البحر األحمر
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- Yes, I can.
2- Walk past the shopping centre and take the 

second road on the right.
3-  Is it far?
4- What can I see there?
5- You are welcome.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- weekends  2- go
3- sports centre  4- aquarium

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- c. sports   2- a. free time
3- d. Many
4- Because of their busy lives.
5- Cooperating and to be positive people.
6- In clubs.

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- b secret 2- c workers 3- d boring
4- c dis- 5- a -ness 6- b reached

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word (s) in brackets:

1- clean 2- careful 3- have
4- shouldn't 5- neither

Exam18محافظة شمال سيناء
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- I like football.
2- Why do you like football?
3- Who's your favourite footballer?
4- Yes, of course
5- Because he scores many goals.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- monuments  2- Museum
3- countryside  4- amazed

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- d. seventeen  2- b. amazed
3- c. garden
4- To pick some oranges
5- The books.  6- Three

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- c. Dyslexia 2- a. old 3- d. peaceful
4- b. -ness 5- d. in- 6- b. prize

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word(s) in brackets:

1- leaves 2- tallest 3- hasn't
4- saw 5- had to

Exam19محافظة جنوب سيناء
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- It leaved at 3 p.m.
2- How long does it take to Aswan?
3-  Yes, sure.  4- How much is it?
5- Here you are.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- plugged  2- turned
3- fill in 4- password

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- a birthday party 2- c bedroom
3- d returned
4- To help him in farming He likes farming very 

much.
5- She prepared lots of nice cakes for them.
6- Tarek.

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- b lake 2- c quiet 3- d interesting
4- b in- 5- a -en 6- c pass

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word(s) in brackets:

1- next 2- kindness 3- better 
4- since 5- moved
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Exam20منطقة القاهرة األزهرية
1- Supply the missing parts in the following 

dialogue:
1- No, I am not.
2- What kind of books do you like?
3-  borrow this story from you.

2- Write what you would say in each of the 
following situations:

1- What do your do?
2- I have been to Luxor.

3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- d interrupt  2- b. news
3- a for   4- c. Tell 
5- b start

4- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- He decided to windsurf alone.
2- Some people in a boat came to help Tarek 

and took him back.
3- He learned not to windsurf alone.
4- d boat
5- a with an older brother 

Exam21منطقة الجيزة األزهرية

1- Supply the missing parts in the following 
dialogue:
1- I like trains.
2- Because they are fast and comfortable.
3- I like trams.

2- Write what you would say in each of the 
following situations::

1- That's a great idea.
2- Pleased to meet you.

3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- b. indoors 2- c. neither / nor
3- a. charge 4- c. kindness
5- d. since

4- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- The initiative aims to improve the quality of 
public services.

2- It has begun since 2019.
3- It has sent doctors to the villages to deliver 

medicine and help people who are ill.
4- b. better 5- a country

Exam22منطقة الغربية األزهرية
1- Supply the missing parts in the following 

dialogue:
1- What about going by train?
2- What time does the first train leave?
3- Where will we meet?

2- Write what you would say in each of the 
following situations:

1- Good morning!  2- Well done!
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- a. coffee machine 2- b. more
3- c. hear 4- b. both  5- d. yet

4- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- Cairo.        2- He was born in Cairo.
3- When he was little, he found reading and 

writing very difficult.
4- b. dyslexia  5- d. disability

Exam 23أبنائنا بالخارج
1- Finish the following dialogue:

1- What about you?
2- I think I will travel to Alex.
3-  it is very interesting.
4- What do you do there?
5- We'll spend great time there.

2- Read and complete the text with words 
from the following list:

1- Initiative  2- difference
3- volunteer  4- making

3- Read the following, then answer the 
questions:

1- c quickly  2- a died
3- b. careful  4- A house on fire!
5- They took less than 10 minutes.
6- He woke up in horror when he heard people 

screaming.
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- b includes  2- a leather
3- c complaint  4- d boring
5- a raft  6- c cyberbullying

5- Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the word(s) in brackets:

1- are   2- disappointed
3- been  4- leaves
5- already 
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